Quikpro Environmental Services
Quikpro Pest and Termite Services
33024 US 19 N.
Palm Harbor Fl. 34684
727-800-3863

Environmentally Safe Pest Control
Our Service includes the following:
Interior Treatment – We start in the Kitchen by removing the majority of the wall electrical plates
and apply an insecticide dust into the void behind the wall plate where the wiring is located. This is
done because insects commonly travel the electrical wiring from the attic down through the walls and
into your home or business. Next we will apply product where the plumbing pipes come out under the
sink. Again, this is a common entry point for insects that travel down the wall voids in search of
moisture and food. Next we apply products safely in the cracks and crevices around the kitchen
concentrating on areas where insects might currently be hiding or where they may potentially nest in
the future. We are very careful where we apply products at all times in a kitchen. Note: If you are
experiencing a severe infestation in the kitchen, you may want to remove items from the cabinets and
drawers for treatment. Now that the kitchen is complete, the Bathrooms are treated very similar to the
kitchen by removing the electrical plates and applying and also applying around the plumbing pipes.
We will also treat the plumbing area behind the toilet and the void behind the shower head if possible.
All window tracks are treated on this initial visit as well by using a product with a small straw that
allows us to inject a small amount of product into the window sliding track which is a very common
area for ants and spiders and other occasional invaders. Sliding glass doors and entry doors are
treated as well by applying a product around the edges. This is an important area to treat because of
how often doors are opened and closed. Lastly, corners are treated in each room and the entry edges of
closets are treated.
Attic Treatment – The attic is a critical area for pest invasion. We treat the attic with a special machine
that blows dust insecticide into the open space of the attic. The product will settle down into the
insulation and down into the wall voids creating a solid barrier for prevention and will eliminate any
current insect concerns in the attic space that may be a threat of entering into your home. The treatment
is very safe and very effective.
Exterior Treatment – The exterior of your home and its environment around your home is where pest
problems begin. Treatments begin with an application around the entire foundation of your home 3
feet up the foundation and then out into all planting bed areas. The soffits are then treated around the
roof line including the gutters. Note: Be sure to clean your gutters out regularly. Many pest problems
start from full gutters that hold a lot of moisture. We sweep down all webs and wasp nests with a
special pole that extends to reach those high places around the soffits and roof lines. Next, if you have a
screened porch or pool enclosure, an application will be done in these areas. If your property is
fenced in, we will do a perimeter application around the fenced areas. Many ants travels fence lines
right into your home. Lastly on the exterior, cracks and edges are treated to prevent fire ant issues and
other insect issues.
Ongoing Quarterly Exterior follow Applications – Our Pest Prevention programs are followed up
with ongoing quarterly exterior applications that include everything you read in Exterior Treatment.
Inside treatment is on request anytime throughout the year. Enjoy your Pest Free Home/Business!

